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Abstract-Particle Filters are a traditional optimization tool 
for nonlinear, non-Gaussian dynamic-state estimation such as 
visual tracking. The particle filters, however, suffer from particle 
degeneracy problem which is caused by the mismatch between the 
proposal distribution and the target distribution. In this paper, we 
propose a method for improving the performance of the particle 
filter via multiswarm-based Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). 
We utilize PSO to obtain samples that are well matched with the 
likelihood distribution , and its converging property is handled 
with the exclusion between particles. Additionally, we incorporate 
multiswarm algorithm in the PSO combined particle filter to deal 
with ambiguities in estimation task. The resulting filter is applied 
to the object tracking problem with ambiguous observations , 
and its performance is tested. We present the experimental 
results that demonstrate improved accuracy with the same or 
less computational cost. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are two important issues in visual object tracking. 

The first one is the modeling problem, which deals with 

the formulation of observation models and motion models. 

Depending on what target we track, what information we use, 

and what information we want to obtain, different models are 

established and used. The second issue is the estimation of 

the optimal solution for given models. Usually, the solution 

of the tracking problem is not presented in analytic form, so 

this involves difficult work despite the fact that we have good 

models. 

Although we have a good optimizer and modeling, we 

may fail to track the target at some time and consequently 

lose it. There are many factors that make the object tracking 

process difficult. For example, the abrupt motions of target or 

camera violate the assumption that the target in video moves 

smoothly, then the target appears in an unpredicted region and 

we may fail to track it. Scene changes such as illumination 

change also interrupt the tracking process. Occlusions are the 

most troublesome problem in tracking. If there are objects 

which occlude the targets, then almost all observations are 

disabled, and a recovery procedure is required. The other 

problem is observation ambiguity such as similar object or 

background around the target. In this situation, we have to 

carefully determine the position of the target object. 

Since no modeling and no optimization algorithms are 

perfect, finding only one position for the target is dangerous. 

We can reduce the risk of misestimating the target position 

by using stochastic approaches such as particle filters which 

estimate not one solution but the probability distribution of 

the solution. However, the ability of traditional particle filters 

to handle this problem is not enough because particles tend 

to converge as tracking goes on. Therefore, a method for 

maintaining different hypotheses of the target's trajectory is 

required. 

We apply the Multiswarm algorithm [1] [2] to the parti

cle filter to deal with the above problem. The Multiswann 

algorithm is a variant of Particle Swann Optimization (PSO) 

[3]. PSO is a population-based stochastic algorithm, which 

uses a network of particles (swarm) to estimate the optimal 

points of the function. It is similar to particle filters in that 

it uses samples to estimate the optimal points, but it is 

different with particle filter because PSO uses the relation 

between particles. In some studies, PSO shows more efficient 

estimation performance than traditional particle filters in terms 

of the number of particles required for the same accuracy 

[4]. To deal with the observation ambiguity, we apply the 

Multiswann algorithm which uses multiple swanns to estimate 

multiple optimal points. By maintaining multiple hypotheses 

using multiswarm, we can robustly track the target's state in an 

environment where similar objects appear near the target, or 

where the background has similar appearance with the target's. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There have been some studies which attempted to apply 

PSO to dynamic model problems such as visual tracking, 

where the particle filters already have been applied. Zhang 

et allet@tokeneonedot. [4] applied PSO for each frame, and 

their algorithm automatically tracked the target object. Tong 

et allet@tokeneonedot. [5] and Wang et allet@tokeneonedot. 

[6] combined PSO and the particle filter to improve the 

efficiency of generic particle filters. Similar to the observation 

combined proposal methods such as Extended particle filter 

[7] or Unscented particle filter [8], the goal of the PSO 

combined particle filter is to draw particles by utilizing recent 

observations. By exploring the likelihood distribution using 

PSO, the PSO combined particle filter can obtain samples with 

high likelihood values. 

Applying PSO directly to the particle filter, however, in

volves two important problems that have to be dealt with. One 

is the lack of particle diversity after the PSO procedure. Once 

PSO is applied to the particles at time t, then most particles 

converge around the local or global maximum likelihood point. 

In the next time step t + 1, the particles are moved via motion 

prior, but these converged particles have poor optimization 
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Fig. I. Distribution before PSO (a) and after PSO (b). 

ability because they are already concentrated in a small region. 
Therefore, the size of a swarm has to be greater than the 
uncertainty range of the target before starting the PSO. To 
solve this problem, in [4], particles are redistributed randomly 
after PSO, but this is not a sufficient solution. The second 
problem is the use of a single swarm. The maximum likelihood 
point can be varied from time to time. For example, in the 
tacking problem, the target's position which is thought to be 
the most probable at a current time can tum out to be incorrect. 
To handle this situation, we need to have multiple trajectories 
for a possible target position. Therefore, the mechanisms 
maintaining the multiple modes should be added to the generic 
PSO algorithm for dynamic model optimization. 

III. MULTISWARM ENHANCED PARTICLE FILTER 

In this section, we will describe the proposed multiswarm 
combined particle filter. Our basic framework is the particle 
filter. We denote by XO:t � {xo,'" ,Xt} the state sequence 
of the target, and YO:t � {Yo,"', Yt} the observations 
up to time t. The goal is to estimate posterior distribution 

p(xo:t IYo:t). This distribution is estimated recursively with 
Markov assumption as 

p(Yt IXt)p(Xt IXt-d p(xo:tlyo:t) = p(xo:t-lIYo:t-d (I ) . (1) 
P Yt Yt-l 

Since it is difficult to evaluate the denominator p(YtIYt-I), 
we use the sampling-based method to estimate the posterior. 
Thus, the posterior is approximated by a set of samples and 
their associated weights. The sampling is done by a proposal 
distribution 7r as 

(i) (I (i) ) . Xt rv 7r Xt xO:t-1,Yo:t for z = 1"" ,N, (2) 

where N is the number of particles. The particles' weights are 
calculated by 

() () () (i) (i) p(YtlXt2 )p(xt2 IXt�l) Wt = Wt-1 (i) (i) ' (3) 
7r(xt IYo:t, xO:t-1) 

The quality of the posterior distribution estimation through 
this sampling is highly affected by the quality of proposal 
distribution. One simple implementation of the proposal dis
tribution is 7r(Xt IYo:t, XO:t-l) == p(Xt IXt-I), which is inde
pendent of the observation model. However, if this proposal 
distribution is mismatched with the likelihood distribution as 
shown in Fig. 1 (a), then a few particles have high likelihood, 

and the variance of the particles' weights becomes extremely 
large. This situation is called particle degeneracy which results 
in a bad estimate of posterior distribution. 

To avoid the mismatch between the proposal and the like
lihood distribution, the observation incorporating the proposal 
methods has been proposed. If we set the proposal distribution 

7r(Xt IYo:t, XO:t-l) to be dependent on the recent observation 

Yt, then we can draw many samples that are well matched with 
the likelihood distribution. With this method, we can reduce 
the variance of the particles' weight and expect better estima
tion quality of the posterior distribution. This kind of method 
includes Extended particle filter [7], Unscented particle filter 
[8], and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) combined 
particle filters [9] [10]. The first two methods approximate 
the proposal distribution as Gaussian distribution, but there 
are observation models which cannot be approximated by 
Gaussian. On the other hand, the MCMC combined particle 
filter can be applied to any type of observation function, but 
it takes a long time to converge the particles. 

Our proposed PSO combined particle filter has both ad
vantages of the above algorithms. The proposed method does 
not require the analytic form of the observation function, 
but it can generate particles fast. The overall procedure of 
the proposed particle filter is as follows. First, we propagate 

the samples according to the transition model p(x�,) IX��l) ' 
and then rearrange the particles using the PSO algorithm. 
The sampling step consists of these two operations. After 
sampling, we calculate the weight of each particle and perform 
resampling using their calculated weights. 

A. Particle Swarm Optimization 

The process of the basic PSO algorithm is as follows. At 
time t, a set of particles is initially distributed in a problem 
space with prior distribution. Then the PSO starts its iteration. 
In PSO iteration, all particles move according to their fitness 
value (likelihood) to find a better optimum than the current 
one. We let k be the index of the PSO iteration. At kth iteration 
at time t, the particle i has its state x�i,k) and its velocity 

v�i,k), 
and its best state x�� from its history. The velocity indicates 
where to go, which is estimated by the difference between the 

particle's current state and its best record x��, and the swarm's 
current optimum gt. 

At kth PSO iteration, the state and velocity of the ith particle 
are updated by 

(i,k+1) (i,k) + (i,k) Xt = Xt Vt 
(i,k+1) _ (i,k) + ((i) (i,k+1)) Vt - WVt clrl Xtb - Xt 

+ C2r2(gt - X�i,k+l)), 
(4) 

where W is a constant that corresponds to the inertia, and el, c2 
are also constants for the state differences. These coefficients 
determine the range of particle movement. r1, r2 E [0,1] 
are random values generated for each particle and each PSO 

iteration. The best position x�� from the particle's history 
and the swarm's current optimum gt are updated after every 
particle's update. 



With this procedure, the particles explore the space around 

the current optimum and try to find a better optimal point. 

As the number of iteration increases, the probability to find 

better optimal points increases, but the total computation time 

also increases. Since we just want to redistribute the particles 

according to the likelihood, a small number of iteration is 

sufficient for our implementation. 

B. PSO combined particle filter 

In our PSO combined particle filter, the process of drawing 

particles takes place in two stages. The first stage is a propa

gation of X��I to x�i) according to the transition probability 

p(x�i) IX��l)' and the second stage is the rearrangement of the 

particles using the PSO algorithm as given by equation (4). 
Let K be the number of PSO iterations for one time step, then 

each particle moves K times, varying its state from x�i,O) to 

x�i,K). Thus, x�i,O) is the initial particle which is propagated 

from xCi) by p(x(i) Ix(i) ) and x(i,K) = xCi) is the finally t-I t t-I' t t 
obtained state of theith particle at time t. 

Then we set the proposal distribution 7T(x�i) IYo:t, X��LI) as 

((i) I (i) ) _ ( (i,O) I (i) ) ( (i,l) I (i,O)) 7T xt Yo:t, xO:t-1 =P xt xt-1 P xt Yt, xt . .. 

((i) I (i,K-1)) P xt Yt,Xt . 
(5) 

Here, p(x�i,O)lx��l) is the probability of transition from time 

t-I to t, and p(x�i,k+1) IYt, x�i,k)) is the probability of particle 

state update at each kth PSO iteration. 

In PSO, the particles move toward the high likeli

hood region, and thus we can approximate the probability 

( (i,k+1) I (i,k)) P xt Yt,Xt as 

( I (i,k+1)) ( (i,k+1) I (i,k)) � P Yt xt 
P xt Yt, xt - (i,k) · 

p(YtlXt ) 
(6) 

Therefore, we can calculate the resulting weight of the 

particle by 

() () () (i) (i) p(YtlXtt )p(xtt IXt'-l) 
Wt = Wt-1 . . (i.l) (i.K) 

p(x(t,O)lx(t) )p(Ytlxt ) ... p(YtlXt ) t t-1 p(YtIX;i.O») p(YtIX;i.K 1») 
() () () (i) p(Ytlx/ )p(x/ IXt'-l) 

= Wt-1 
(0) () (I (i.K») 

(7) 
(x" lx' ) P Yt Xt .

. P t t-I ( I (., .0») P y, x, 
( I (i,O)) ( (i) I (i) ) (i) P Yt xt P xt xt-1 = Wt-1 ( (i,O) I (i) ) P xt xt-1 

With this procedure, the particles move toward the local 

optimum of the likelihood distribution and finally form a 

swarm following the target distribution as shown in Fig. 1 

(b). Applying PSO can be thought as post processing after 

initial particle propagation. 

Similar to the MCMC combined particle filter, the compu

tational time to obtain one particle is higher than the time 

required for the generic particle filter because we have to 

calculate the likelihood of particles at every time they move. 

Fig. 2. Ambiguity in observation of target's position. (a) Input scene. (b) 
Likelihood using color distribution. 

With PSO, however, since it is possible to keep track of the 

optimum values with a smaller number of particles than the 

generic particle filters, the total computational cost can be 

reduced. 

C. Exclusion between particles 

Converged particles in PSO have bad optimization ability. 

To prevent severe convergence of the particles, we can give the 

repulsion forces between particles as presented in [11][ 12][ 13]. 

QSO uses quantum particles which do not move and thus do 

not get close to one another. We apply QSO to our PSO by 

adding quantum particles to the original PSO. Our swarms 

are composed of neutral particles and quantum particles. We 

use these quantum particles to apply the concept of QSO, but 

these particles just assist the neutral (normal) particles. These 

neutral particles then move according to the equation (4). The 

quantum particles have zero velocity, and they are distributed 

in a wide area around a local optimum. This non-converged 

distribution of quantum particles provides the chance to search 

for a new region for the swarm. The position of quantum 

particle j IS determined at the start of every PSO iteration 

by 

x�j,k) 
E B(gt, 'cloud) , (8) 

where B(g, 'cloud) represents a ball centered at gt with a 

radius 'cloud. 

When we move to the next particle filter step, we move 

the ball center gt according to the transition probability 

p(x�i) IX��l) and form a new ball with a radius of 'cloud. If 

some of these quantum particles have higher likelihood than 

the current local optimum, then the neutral particles move 

toward these quantum particles and try to find better points. 

The size of 'cloud has to be set carefully because it has to 

cover the disturbance of the target state such as abrupt motion 

and occlusion, but it does not have to be so large so that it 

does not waste particles. 

D. Multiswarm 

If the likelihood function has only one mode, using one 

swarm is sufficient. However, if there is more than one mode, 

then it is very risky to keep only a single swarm which 

can track one mode. When there are ambiguities of the 

position of the target due to objects or background having 

similar appearance with the target, multiple modes can exist in 



likelihood distribution. In Fig. 2 (a), the target object is nearby 

other similar objects. The likelihood of the target's position 

based on the color distribution is calculated as Fig. 2 (b). 

High intensity means high probability in this figure. Using this 

likelihood distribution, it is difficult to determine the position 

of the target at the current time. If we can expect that a better 

observation than the current one can be obtained after a few 

frames, then it is good way to keep track of the multiple 

hypotheses of the target's position and determine it when a 

good observation is obtained. 

To track multiple modes of the likelihood distribution, we 

use multiple swarms. The purpose of multiple swarms is to 

track one mode by one swarm. Through particle filtering 

with PSO, however, these swarms may get close to one 

another and be converged if they are located around the same 

mode. Therefore, we also need a mechanism to prevent the 

convergence of swarms to make them track their own mode. 

This is achieved by separating the close swarm from another 

according to their distance. When more than one swarm get 

close to each other, only one swarm remains and others are 

destroyed. On the other hand, we make one free swarm to find 

new local optimum. New swarm is created if the free swarm 

finds new local optimum. In this way, the number of swarm 

!vI is always maintained as (numberoflocaloptima + 1). 
The overall process of proposed algorithm is summarized in 

Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Multiswarm particle filter 

Propagate particles using motion model. 

for k = 1 to K do 
for m = 1 to ]vI do 

if swarm m is excluded at k - 1 then 
Randomize neutral particles of swarm m 
Randomize quantum particles of swarm m 

else 
Update neutral particles of swarm m 
Update quantum particles of swarm m 

end if 
end for 
Test exclusion between swarms 

if more than one swarm is excluded then 
Remove worst swarm, ]vI = ]vI - 1 

else if no swarm is excluded then 
Create one extra swarm, NI = NI + 1 

end if 
end for 
for m = 1 to NI do 

Perform resampling for swarm m 
end for 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The proposed particle filter can be used in any tracking 

system where the generic particle filter framework can be ap

plied. Our method, however, can show its utility dramatically 

in a system where observation ambiguities often occur. One 

example is the color distribution based observation model. 

This model has a simple structure, but it can be useful for 

a tracking system where the target objects can be of any 

kind. Moreover, this observation model is useful when the 

spatial structure of the target changes severely from time 

to time. The localization quality of this color distribution 

based observation model, however, is worse than those of 

other spatial structure based observation models. Therefore, 

stochastic estimation approaches are widely used for this kind 

of observation models. 

In our implementation, we use the HSV color histogram 

[14], which is known to be robust to illumination changes, 

as an observation model. To compare two histograms, the 

Bhattacharyya coefficient is used as a similarity measure [15]. 

The reference histogram is updated during a tracking process 

by adding a histogram from an optimal target state found 

by each swarm to a histogram from a template patch. This 

enables each swarm to maintain its own trajectory with its 

own reference histogram. 

The state Xt of the target is composed of x and y coordinate 

of the target center, and the relative scale 8 with a template 

patch of the target, thus Xt = {x, y, 8 h. For a motion 

model, we use the second order autoregressive process with 

the Gaussian noise model. 

We compared the tracking quality of the proposed particle 

filter with other algorithms, including the generic particle filter, 

observation incorporating methods such as the MCMC-based 

particle filter [16] and the adaptive MCMC-based particle filter 

[17]. We also compared the performance of the proposed 

algorithm and the generic PSO combined particle filter. In this 

paper, we include experiments of two different situation: Case 
i Objects having similar appearance with the target is near the 

target. Case ii Target is in a similar pattern of background. 

For the fair comparison, we gave different number of particles 

to algorithms to make the number of likelihood evaluation be 

almost same, which results in almost same computational cost. 

For the proposed algorithm, total 240 particles are used. They 

are divided into four swarms, and each swarm is composed of 

30 neutral particles and 30 quantum particles. 

Case i: Figure 3 shows the experiment results of case i 

for each algorithm. At the start of the video, all trackers find 

correct state of the target player (until frame # 52). When 

another player approaches to the target player (at frame # 

52), an ambiguity begins to occur because the players have 

similar color distributions. The proposed algorithm activates 

one more swarm when this situation occurs, and maintains two 

different trajectories using two swarms. Two different colors 

of rectangle in Fig. 3 (a) represent different swarms. The blue 

swarm always corresponds to the maximum likelihood state 

of the target, except frame # 63. The yellow swarm finds its 

own hypothesis at frame # 63 and maintain it for a number 

of frames, but it cannot find its own mode later and finally 

removed. Instead, keeping blue swarm at frame # 63 enables 

a success of the tracking for following frames. Not shown 

in (a), but one extra swarm always tries to search new local 

optima. 
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Frame#05 Frame # 52 Frame # 63 Frame # 105 Frame # 119 Frame # 146 Frame # 158 

Fig. 3. Experiments on the race sequence. A target player and other approaching players.: (a) Proposed algorithm. (b) PSO-based particle filter. (c) 
MCMC-based particle filter. (d) Adaptive MCMC-based particle filter. (e) Generic particle filter. 

We performed the accuracy evaluation for each algorithm 

using the ground truth data given by hand. We used F-measure 

which is widely used in evaluating tracking quality. The F

measure given by 

F = 
2vp 

P 
= At n At and v = At nAt 

(9) 
v+p

' 
At At 

where At is the estimated area and At is the ground truth 

area at time t. The average of F-measure for the race sequence 

is noted in Table I. 

TABLE T 
AVERAGE F-measure FOR RACE SEQUENCE. 

Case ii: To test a situation that the target object is in a 

background of similar appearance, we used a scene of an 

animal in grasslands as shown in Fig. 4. In this scene, the 

color distributions of the jackal and background are almost 

similar except the black stripe of the jackal. At frame # 223 the 

green swarm has the maximum likelihood, and the blue swarm 

has the maximum likelihood for other frames. The red swarm 

has important role in this situation. Although it does not have 

a maximum likelihood, but maintaining this swarm enables 

the algorithm to track the target in following frames. Around 

frame # 255, the jackal tum to the camera and the appearance 

of the jackal in image changes severely. All methods, except 

the proposed algorithm and the MCMC-based particle filter, 

fail to track the correct target state after the turning motion of 

the jackal. The corresponding F-measure of this experiment is 

shown in Table II 

TABLE IT 
AVERAGE F-measure FOR JACKAL SEQUENCE. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We could perform efficient sampling in terms of the num

ber of required particles by combining the generic particle 

filter with the Multiswarm PSO which is equipped with the 

concept of quantum particles and multiple swarms. Similar 

to other observation-incorporated proposal methods, our algo

rithm uses recent observations in the sampling step to draw 

better particles. Our algorithm, however, does not require the 

approximation of the proposal distribution as Gaussian, so it 

can be used for any kind of observation models. Moreover, 

the proposed algorithm can be applied to not only the tracking 
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Frame # 63 Frame # 149 Frame # 157 Frame # 223 Frame # 255 Frame # 278 Frame # 284 

Fig. 4. Experiments on the jackal sequence. The jackal is surrounded by a bush with similar colors.: (a) Proposed algorithm. (b) PSO-based particle filter. 
(c) MCMC-based particle filter. (d) Adaptive MCMC-based particle filter. (e) Generic particle filter. 

problem but also any kind of application which uses particle 

filter-based approaches. 
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